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Peaked Roof:
The peaked roof canopy offers classic styling with a modern twist. Powdercoated steel frame with 
built in supports allows for easy mounting of cup dispensers wherever they are needed. Mounting 
hardware and support posts are available in your choice of brass or chrome. Textured 
polycarbonate cover (shown) is translucent and UV protected.

Elliptical with Polycarbonate top
Modern styling makes this elliptical canopy stand out, traditional signage or menus can be easily 
attached to front. Powdercoated steel frame with built in supports allows for easy mounting of cup 
dispensers wherever they are needed. Mounting hardware and support posts are available in 
your choice of brass or chrome. Polycarbonate cover (shown) is translucent and UV protected. 

Cabinet:
Overhead canopy provides additional storage and a classic look. Traditional signage or menus 
can be easily attached to front. Optional crown molding is available in black or hardwood. Panels 
can be wood grain, or laminate. Mounting hardware and support posts are available in your 
choice of brass or chrome. This style is also easily adapted to larger multiple cart kiosk units. Not 
recommended for outdoor use.

Tri-Beam Lighting Truss: 
Styled after industrial lighting rigs. This modern look provides an overhead presence without 
being obtrusive. Steel frame is powdercoated black (standard finish) but other colors are 
available upon request. Optional lighting or menus can be easily attached. Three piece truss 
bolts together for easy assembly and transportation. This style is also easily adapted to larger 
multiple cart kiosk units.

Traditional 1/2 Barrel:
Original Seattle style canvas canopy. Powdercoated steel frame with built in supports allows for 
easy mounting of cup dispensers wherever they are needed. Mounting hardware and support 
posts are available in your choice of brass or chrome. Velcro canvas cover is easily removable 
for transport or cleaning. 

	 	 	 Canopy corner section:
	 	 	 Works with both Cabinet style and peaked roof style canopies to fill in  	
	 	 	 the corner of an "L" or ""U" shaped kiosk.  Shown here with a peaked 	
	 	 	 roof canopy.

	 	 	 Stainless Steel Cup Sculpture:
	 	 	 Add this attractive, attention getting sculpture to any canopy.  Available 	
	 	  	 in two sizes, choose the one that is right for you.

 
 


